FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Enhanced IP Surveillance Offering for the Australian Channel
Lan 1 teams up with US vendor ISONAS, to bring the industry's leading IP Reader
System to Australia
Sydney, August 15, 2008 – Lan 1, value-added distributor of a range of IP storage, networking, security and
surveillance products, today announced it has signed a distribution agreement with ISONAS Security Systems, the
award-winning manufacturer of the first panel-free, IP proximity card reader-controllers. Headquartered in Boulder,
Colorado, USA, ISONAS Security Systems provide advanced, IP Access Control solutions for customers who
require real-time door control only possible with a true network appliance.
"We are very pleased to be the authorised ISONAS distributor for Australia", said Daniel Lee, Managing Director,
Lan 1. “We have been actively seeking a vendor to address the IP Access Control market and the addition of
ISONAS will provide our partners with an enhanced IP Surveillance portfolio, offering new opportunities to increase
revenue."
Basil Delimitros, Product Manager – IP Surveillance, Lan 1 said; “With our freshly updated IP Surveillance portfolio
complemented by our IP Storage, IP Networking and IP Security ranges, Lan 1 is now well positioned to offer a
complete IP ecosystem. We are continually providing updated training and certification to ensure our channel
partners have the capacity to implement and service high-quality integrated systems, and the addition of ISONAS
products will further develop the capabilities of these systems.”
ISONAS’s products are driven by proprietary, Windows-based software which facilitates integration of the IP
Readers with other network-based access control devices and systems. The company’s management and R&D
teams include hardware engineers possessing advanced know-how in RFID, proximity cards and reader
technologies, and software engineers with expertise in programming for IP security solutions.
The ISONAS IP Reader portfolio will be on display at the Security 2008 Exhibition taking place on August 26th-28th,
Sydney Exhibition Centre, at Lan 1’s D33 stand. Resellers looking to add ISONAS to their portfolio can sign up with
Lan 1 by visiting www.lan1.com.au or calling (02) 9318-4222.
###
About Lan 1
Lan 1 is a value added distributor providing a diverse range of IP products. Established in 1993, Lan 1 is
headquartered in Waterloo, Sydney, Australia, with branch throughout Australia. Through strong brand names
and a high level of personalised service and support, Lan 1 partners are provided with the essential tools to
effectively design, market, implement and support a complete range of IP ecosystems, from entry-level to
enterprise. www.Lan1.com.au
About ISONAS Security Systems
Since 1999, ISONAS Security Systems provides advanced, Internet Protocol (IP) Access Control solutions for
customers who require the superior, real-time access control enabled by a true network appliance. ISONAS is the
first and leading developer of IP-at-the-door reader-controllers. Driven by its Windows-based Crystal Matrix
Software™, ISONAS products are easily integrated with other network based systems, providing the most
advanced physical access security for buildings and workplaces worldwide, across a wide range of industrial
applications. www.isonas.com
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